Procedure for quotation prices determining
and other ways to inform about prices on
Commodity Exchange- Limited Liability

Company
«Ukrainian Energy Exchange»

Natural Gas

Quotation price of natural gas on the medium and long term market and price
Commodity:

Natural gas

Delivery terms:

Volume:
VAT:
Delivery period:

GTS of Ukraine
UGS
On a prepaid basis
On a postpaid basis
Per thousand cubic meters
Including VAT
During the period of the month of delivery determined by the initiator in the starting position

Calculation basis:

Concluded during trading day* exchange contracts

Calculation method:

Weighted average price for each month of delivery, including terms of delivery and terms of
payment (by dividing the total value of transactions during the trading day by the amount of these
transactions)
Each trading day (except weekends and public holidays) from the first day of sale of the resource
of the corresponding month of delivery to the last day of sale of the resource of the
corresponding month of delivery
At the end of the trading session. If several trading sessions are held on a certain date, the
information is updated at the end of each, taking into account the results of previous trading
sessions during the day.

Payment terms:

Calculation frequency:

Publication time:

* If during a trading day there are several trading sessions on exchange commodities trading, the exchange will

preliminarily publish current quotation prices after each trading
www.ueex.com.ua

An example of the publication of quotations
natural gas on the medium and long term market

The exchange publishes a quotation price on the chart on trading days when exchange transactions were concluded. If no
exchange agreements have been concluded as of the current date, the Quotation Commission may decide on the
application of quotation prices on the last trading day when the exchange agreements were concluded.
www.ueex.com.ua

Informing about the weighted average price of natural gas
on the medium and long term market
CE UEEX publishing weighted average price of resource of delivery
month. Calculation procedure: dividing the total value of all
concluded contracts during all previous trading days by this
resource, including the current day, on all payment terms by the
amount of these contracts' volumes.
Please be informed, that in case of absence of quoted price of the
month resource for certain date, Exchange publishes weighted
average price of the previous trading day.

The user can choose any date it the calendar in the right and see in
the table, which average weighted price on resource of the month,
were formed inclusively to this particular date.
This tool is convenient for customers and suppliers of natural gas
in public procurement of natural gas. In particular, it is convenient
for users who value the average price result without detailing daily
price fluctuations.
Details: https://www.ueex.com.ua/auctions/gas-cost-calculator/

Weighted average prices amounted by all trading days by resource
of particular month shows this figure.
www.ueex.com.ua

Quotation price of natural gas on the short term market
Commodity:
Market segment:
Delivery terms:

Natural gas
Within-Day (WD)
Day-Ahead (DA)
GTS

Volume:
VAT:
Delivery period:

UGS
Per thousand cubic meters
Including VAT
Gas day in which the purchase and sale of natural gas is carried out
Gas day following the gas day in which the purchase and sale of natural gas is carried out

Calculation basis:
Calculation method:
Calculation frequency:
Publication time:

Exchange transactions concluded during the gas day
Weighted average price for each day of delivery in terms of market segments and terms of
delivery (by dividing the total value of transactions during the trading day by the amount of these
transactions)
Every trading day
Until 10.00 a.m. each following working day of the previous gas day

An example of the publication of quotations
natural gas on the short-term market

(UGS)

Additional information
• Detailed information is provided in the Methodology of calculation of quotation prices and other
indicators of exchange trade on the Commodity Exchange – Limited Liability Company "Ukrainian
Energy Exchange".
• The Exchange may additionally publish bid and ask prices based on participants' requests for
information.
• Calendar of the trades: https://www.ueex.com.ua/auctions-calendar/prirodnij-gaz/.
• Quotation prices are published on the official page of the LLC Ukrainian Energy Exchange in the
section "Exchange quotations" in the section of commodities for sale:
https://www.ueex.com.ua/exchange-quotations/natural-gas/.
• If any question occur you are welcome to contact us info@ueex.com.ua or by phone +38 (044) 3535-735

